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My Love for Woman is, exceptionally, Unlimited. This is, however, not ‘my’ 
exclusive right or gift or state. In Principle, this Unlimited Love is Man’s Characteristic. 
Talking about unlimited love is, in itself, an easy and cheap thing to do. The Test whether this 
Love can bear this name and is actualized on earth is if Man is Willing to and, thus, Actually 
does Face Woman’s Darkness. It’s easy to love a picture, the picture of the Divine Woman. 
To totally Sacrifice this picture, to totally let go of Mummy’s Hand – Her seeming role of 
Supplier of Energy, of life – is something different, very different. To actualize his, at first 
merely Potential, Love, to actually, whole-heartedly and whole-bodily Feel the Pain of the 
chains of Woman here on earth, to Muddle through the slime that is smeared all over his 
Heart, to actually Breathe into the Stone of Woman’s earthy, formed Heart, to actually Pierce 
through all big and subtle but strong Lies that come on his way if he Takes his Love seriously, 
that’s something that almost no man will do. Man is so easily Deluded by Woman’s Female 
Force. He thinks the thoughts he has on earth, coming through his body, are his own. He 
thinks the feelings he has on earth, in this body – if he’s aware of them at all – are his own. 
He doesn’t get it, that they are Woman’s. Thoughts and feelings, sensations, are forms and 
every form is part of Woman’s world. Man, as He Is, Is and Functions Beyond these forms. 
His, in principle, Unlimited, Love is Something Beyond form, but not excluding form. Only if 
He manages to Allow Man, the Formless Love, in Woman’s world, then the form(s) ‘become’ 
‘His’ so to speak, can be ‘Reclaimed’ by Him. Then the forms are Embedded in Something 
Deeper than the fragmentariness of Woman’s world of forms: in the Very Heart Itself. 
Suddenly the previously loose, senseless forms on earth, make Sense, they’re Embedded in 
the Whole. 

But this result of Man’s Selfless Job on earth is not possible when Man does not Face, 
Feel as his Body, Woman’s Darkness, the Dark Egoic Force that does not want to be Seen, 
Touched, Acknowledged to be as it is, to function as it does. This is not easy, to say the very 
least. Not easy, in the first place because Man, as soon as He comes down to earth takes over 
everything of Woman, including and in the first place Her Unconsciousness. Woman, by Her 
nature, protects Her Darkness against being Touched by Man, by His Light, that is: 
Consciousness, by Love Ultimately. Even though the Male side in Woman Wants (nothing 
more than) this Touch, and this Side is in fact constantly active, yet the Female Side or Force 
is much more powerful on earth so far and it manages quite easily to protect Her separate 
form-interests in the Dark. Woman preaches Light and actually lives the Dark. This is the 
situation on earth ever since we can remember. A, paradoxical, tool for Woman to protect the 
Dark (interests) is to judge that very same Darkness – and to judge and manipulate man. If 
Man does not Allow the Man in Himself – if ‘He’ is (too) afraid that if Man shows up Woman 
will kill Him, so it seems better to stay a Boy and take Mummy’s hand and join the Dark – He 
takes over Woman’s judgement to Herself, giving Woman an opportunity and reason to Fight 
him, for he doesn’t seem to Love Her Wholly, doesn’t seem to include Her Darkness. If Man 
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is There, Present, there’s no question of judging the Dark in any sense. Man’s Love Includes 
– and even Is – All. This doesn’t mean that Man would not Distinguish. On the contrary, He 
Needs to Distinguish, between Black and White, in order to be Able to Bring His Love to the 
earth, to Woman. Only by Seeing – and actually Living in His Body – the Two (Sides), Dark 
and Light, Simultaneously, Man can be and Is One. This One is His Gift to Woman, the One 
Heart Consciously Embodying the Two. 

If one can already follow the ‘theory’ – not easy maybe, since the Woman in men and 
women doesn’t Want to Hear it – the practice is indescribably more heavy to allow than the 
mere understanding of it. No wonder there is hardly any Man to be detected here on earth. Not 
many men, to say the least, are Willing to sacrifice the whole man that they merely hope to be 
– but in reality are not, Boy as they are, dependent on, slave of Woman’s Energy as they are – 
to, maybe, later in an unknown and uncertain future let Man be Born out of the completely 
picture-less Love Itself. This Second Birth – after the physical one – is the Real Birth of Man 
on earth. Man is no form. A male body being born has in itself nothing yet to do with Man. 
Just a condition is being born, a possibility, that’s all. If Man is not Faithful to Love, to His 
Own Heart, if on the contrary He’s faithful to Woman’s Deluding Force of seeming love, 
serving merely Her desires instead of being Faithful to the Love That is Seeing-Feeling Her, 
then no Man will be born out of this condition. It’s just like with the millions of tiny 
spermatozoids that are being shot into the direction of Woman’s big waiting egg-cell during 
the ejaculation. If at all any, only one will actually fertilize the egg-cell. A spermatozoid, a 
potential, doesn’t make a human being. A male body doesn’t make a Man. Man must be 
Willing and Able to Fertilize Woman’s Potential to create Man on earth, as Form, Man’s 
Heart as Form. In Fact it is Man Who Creates, Woman Gives the Form. 

Woman on earth is sad, sad that no Man seems to manage to Penetrate Her Darkness, 
She feels left alone, abandoned by Man. And it is true, Man’s Light can only be born in the 
form(-world) right in and through the Dark. For Creation Two are Needed. Only Light is not 
enough. Consciousness is not enough. Love is not enough. Darkness is Needed as well, 
Unconsciousness is Needed, unLove is Needed. Only Together They are One. The Heartless 
Longs for the Heart and the Heart is Urged to Meet and Feel and Take the Heartless. 

If Man, in His urge to Go into Woman’s world of form, of Body, merely takes over 
Woman’s cold-heartedness without ‘Adding’ Man to it, there’s only Woman left, a ‘normal’ 
situation in relationships between Man and Woman. Often, men, in their blind copying, even 
seem to give a more obvious, recognizable form to this cold-heartedness than women who are 
by nature incomparably much better in hiding it. Man doesn’t Know Who or What he is and 
is, therefore, an easy target for the Female Force of ‘Feminizing’ – or ‘Forming’ – everything 
She sees, feels, or wants. ‘Forming’ Man is Woman’s main objective, having ‘Man’ in a 
usable form, always available, so that he can, finally, never leave her alone any more. 

Hardly any man – in their ignorance about Man or: Love – manages or even tries to 
not let themselves be ‘formed’ by Woman. Sooner or later they submit to Woman’s form-
world and, again, a potential is lost, a sperm which didn’t make it through the Dark Caves to 
Reach the Womb out of Which He can Be Created as Man as Form, as Free Form, not to be 
confused with being a slave-form. The sad thing for Woman is that when, as always, She 
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manages to seduce Man into Her world, to ‘get’ Man, and Man submits to serving Her wishes 
in the Dark (almost) like they would be His Own – but does not serve Her One Great Wish, to 
Be Completely Taken by Man(’s Heart) – Man is lost, gone, unpresent, non-existent. As soon 
as She gets Man, Man is Gone. And, left with Man’s remainders, his relics, She will, 
unavoidably, become frustrated, nasty, bitchy, bitter, nagging. This is not Her fault. Man’s 
unpresence – Her own ruling power – is not Her fault, although She is co-responsible for the 
crying lack of Man’s Heart on earth. If She is really Ready for It, if Her Love for Man is 
Recognized to be more Important than anything else, than the protection of Her form-
interests, of Her Darkness, than Her deep deep fear of Man, She will bear Man on earth, that’s 
for sure. Sure, even though on the ground of Nature Man is the First Responsible for This to 
Happen. 

When I – when we – explain the Process of Man and Woman to women and they start 
to understand a bit or quite something of how things function on a deeper level or in reality, 
how the Male and Female Force Interact, often – not free from understandable (for natural) 
self-obsession, not free from the perspective of self and separation – ask us as the first thing: 
‘but where is the man with whom I can go in this Process’ that is indeed far more Important, 
Crucial, Transcending, than anything else they did so far. ‘There are no men who want to go 
in this Process with me. They’re all blind, boys’. 

In itself this is true. And radically unTrue at the same time. I say: Call Man, Love 
Man, and He will be Here. Life doesn’t start with ‘form’. Woman doesn’t need a Man-form. 
All She Needs is Her Pure Love for Man. This, only This, Attracts Man to Descend in the 
Body, to Be with Woman here on earth. Man, the True Man (and as Such He Needs to Know 
that He) is not Attracted by sex – unlike Woman, deluded by Form as She is, assumes – but 
by Her Love for Him. He is a Reflection of Her. If She is, secretely, on behalf of Her form-
interests, into sex, He, giving in his male Body a form to what is in Her Darkness, will seem 
to be interested in that. He is not. He responds, reflects. If Woman Wants Man’s Heart instead 
of for instance sex ‘and’ children (in the first place), He’ll Give His Heart. 

Woman, by Her Nature, Wants all, however, forms and Heart, sex and Love, Woman 
and Man, as She Wants to be Whole (Finally). The Man with Whom She is in Love will Show 
Her, then, the Order of things, the Primacy of the Heart, of Man. Out of the Heart forms can 
and will appear, those forms that are appropriate and not just all forms in a rampant way. The 
other way round is a dead-end street. He will Show Her. Out of Love He will, again and 
again, Stop Her raging ever moving mind and Bring Her Back into His Heart. There, then, 
whatever forms His Heart will take on is all right for Her. 

First thing for Woman, however, is to Attain (more) Clarity about the Fact that Love, 
Real Love, that Man Himself, is, incomparably, more Important to Her than anything else, 
than anything She knows so far in Her own world. And She, Divine Woman, Knows, 
Immediately, This is True – even though Miss Ego will, just as immediately, resist this, start 
to fight, deny, complain, sulk, make black, become arrogant, take on pride of independency. If 
Woman, then, starts to take Something Deeper than Her known but utterly empty form-world 
Seriously, She will stop the usual barter with ‘man’ and (begin to) Reject everything in men 
that is not Man. In reality, She was Always Already utterly bothered by and actually angry at 
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men who are not Man, but so far Man’s unPresence served Her Own Ego, Her form-interests, 
Her lust for power behind the scenes. She Knows that if She Really Allows Her Undeniable 
Love for Man Her intuitively supposed power will be gone and She will be Vulnerable, 
Humbly Serving Man’s Heart instead of him serving Her Ego(ic wishes). Woman’s True 
Weapon is to Reject all in man that is not Man, to ‘sacrifice’ his form and Her attachment to 
His mere form into Her Pure Love for the True Man Who is Willing to and Actually Does 
Whole-Bodily Live His Heart on earth, Consciously, Unwavering, no matter how Painful it 
will Turn out to be in the Lower Realms of human existence, the Man Who, by Knowing 
Himself (as Man, as Indestructible), cannot but Wholly Give this Heart to Her. 

First thing for Man is to Recognize He is unFaithful to His Very Nature by so easily 
submitting to Woman’s world and merely serving Her form-interests and not Her Deeper 
Interest in Him Himself, to Recognize He is no Man (yet). This hurts, actually. If Man is lost, 
the relationship bears no Love. This is painful, for Man’s Heart, and it is conflicting with 
Woman’s Deeper Longing, for Love, for Him. Man, to be Man on earth, Needs to ‘Add’ 
Consciousness – or, Beyond that, Ultimately, the Heart Itself in Fact – to Woman’s 
Unconscious forms that He naturally takes over in his heart and body. Man, however, can 
only Be and Embody this (Non-Separate) Consciousness ‘and’ Heart Which He Needs to 
‘Add’, if He Surrenders to Man and not to Woman. If he can’t let go of Mummy’s hand – in 
the form of Her Energy – then this is not possible and He’ll stay a Boy. The world is full of 
well-meaning boys doing their best for mummy, doing their best to be received by Woman’s 
body or bodies, by Her Form. It’s a waste of Potential. 

Man, sooner or later, by being Faithful to His Very Own Heart, has to Pierce through 
his arrogance – borrowed from Woman and never returned – not, never to bow for (any, 
other) Man. If Man cannot bow for another Man-form in which Man is Manifested Deeper 
than in himself – or through the form of which Man Manifests anyhow – He and therefore 
She can forget about Man. This is the big Test for Man. If He, Selflessly, thoroughly, wholly, 
Bows for ‘another’ Man(’s Heart) – Recognizing Himself in Him, in that supposed ‘other’, 
Recognizing that one is not a form but the Heart Itself, Man Himself as He Is – He will Be the 
Same Man, this Same Free Heart. He won’t be himself any longer – or what he mistook for 
that in fact. He will be Man, not the person(ality) that he unconsciously borrowed from 
Woman’s world. Man is no person. 

Once Recognizing, Knowing Himself to Be Man, only then the Real Battle with 
Woman’s Darkness can and, unavoidably, Does seriously Start. The ‘boy’ cannot Fight, only 
throw a stone now and then. But it doesn’t make sense to throw a stone at a stoned Heart of 
Woman. These stones can only crack, break Her heart, if they’re big, hard and mean enough, 
not Melt it, not un-Stone it. She Wants to be Fought by Love, by His Heart(-Embrace), not by 
heartless stones. She Wants to be Fought by No-Fight. And She Wants Him to Win, Finally. 
Although she will Defend ‘Herself’, Her Darkness in fact, in every possible way – including 
leaving ‘Her’ man, which is a very good and crucial test for Man: how, if at all, He deals with 
this – She Wants Man to See all Her Darkness. She Wants His Light in Her. She has a huge 
urge to Show every form of Her that is hiding in the Darkness so far. Only, She wants and 
even Needs to Show it to (a) Man indeed, not to a boy. By her mother-instinct She would like 
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to protect the boy, against Her Own Darkness in the first place. Although She will be – 
usually in a repressed way – disgusted of Herself in that situation, yet She feels urged to put a 
plaster on his wounded heart. Man is Something Else. He is disgusted of any form of balm. 
His Work is to Cut through every Lie that comes on His Way to Establish Truth on earth. His 
Formless Heart is His Only weapon. But what a Weapon. Woman is so afraid and – in Her 
doubleness, Duality – so Attracted to the Sword of Truth That His Heart Is. She Desires to Be 
Cut by His Heart of Love. Only then She can and does Surrender, tired of having to run away 
for ever, having to run in the Dark, knowing She is tired but not able to stop running, Dark 
Forces telling Her to go here and then there, the opposite direction, and then somewhere else 
again, and again and again, run, run, run.  

She secretly dreams about Surrender… 
Surrender… 
Surrender… 


